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Wit11 rlecreasing speed tire film thickness in a11 EHL contact 

decreases. Belonl a certain speed asperity contact will take place 

and grarlrrally tire cot~tact enters the nri.~ed lubrication regime. 

Vice-versa, n~itlr increasing speed beyond a certain speed the film 
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thickness has reached a level n~lrere asperity cotrtucts /rave 

become so rare that the co~ltucr will be in the fullfiln~ reginre. 

It seems only logical to e.rpect that tlre speed at which tlrefirst 

(or last) significant asperity interactio~~s start to take place is 

influenced by the nrio-o-geometry of the surfaces. In experinrents 

performed on a two-disk rig under conditions of pure rolling, 

using one very smootl~ and one rouglr disk it was indeed observecl 

that rlze "I$-off speed defined as the speed above n~hichfirllfilnr 

lubrication prevails, d~ffered sign~'jicar~tly for surfaces witir a (I$- 

ferent micro-geometry. The test res~rlts can be seen as ranking for 

the surface micro-geometries in terms of tireir film generaring 

= deformed roughness component amplitude [rn1 
= roughness component amplitude kn1 
= Hertzian contact length in 2-direction 

o. = ( ~ F R , / E I ) ~ / ~ ( ~ K I E T ) ~ / ~  \r)2] 

= Hertzian contact length in y-direction b = u/n [m] 
= gap curvature ratio D = RX/% = K~ 

K - I E  

= Young's modulus 
= elliptic integral (second kind) 
= reduced elasticity modulus 
= dimensionless parameter G = aEl 

[Pal 

= film thickness [ m l  
= nominal oil film thickness b] 
= contact load 
= elliptic integral (first kind) 

[Nl 

= Moes materials parameter L = G ( ~ u ) ' ' ~  
= Moes load parameter M = w ( ~ u ) - ~ / ~  
= maximum Hertziiin pressure p,, = ( 3 ~ ) / ( 2 i ~ b )  

[N . m-2] 
7' = wavelength ratio 7. = X x / X y  
RlX = radius small disk in X-direction [v~l 
Rl,  = radius small disk in y-direction b ~ ]  
R2, = radius large disk in %direction [ml 
RZy = radius large disk in y-direction [ ~ L I  
R = reduced radius of curvature 1/R = l / R x  f 1/RY 

Pml 
Rx = reduced radius of curvature in 2-direction 

l / R x  = 1/RlX + 1/RzX [mI 

= reduced radius of curvature in y-direction 

1/R, = 1/R1, + l/Rzz, [77 t]  
= surface roughness center line average  TI,] 
= surface roughness root mean square [772] 
= undeformed surface roughness root mean square [7n] 
= temperature [OC] 
= dimensionless speed parameter = (70U)/(ERx) 
= small disk surface velocity [?7l . S-'1 
= large disk surface velocity [I?% . S - ' 1  
= entrainment velocity U = (ul  + u2)/2 

[m . S-l] 
= experimental contact parameter 
= dimensionless load parameter W = F / ( E R ~ )  
= Pressure viscosity index [F'U-'] 
= Poisson ratio 
= viscosity at ambient pressure [Pa . S] 
= contact measure 
=Aspect ratio contact ellipse 
= generalised 

= roughness parameter 
= roughness component wavelength lrn1 
= wavelength in 2-direction [778] 

= wavelength in y-direction [ln] 

= large disk angular velocity [ rev /mi l z ]  
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ccrl~al~ilir)~. In 111i.s pr~per tlre qrre.stion is addressed if a rar~ki~ig as 

ob.se~~,~ccl it1 rlre rests cmr he prerlicred in ~rlvance, using [lie load 
cotrt1itiotr.s and /Ire rner~.srrrerl .srrrf(~ce nlicro-geonletry as inplrt, 

rc~irlrorrr /rnvitr,s ro resorr tofrill-.sccrle nrrnierical sitnrtlatiotrs of ally 

Sort. 

Boserl on /he crnrplirurle reducriorr fornrlu proposed by Venner 

er crl. (2000). for. rorr,qltrre.s.s in cotrtact.s corcler pure rolli~ig a niodel 

is cotrstrr~cted rlrrrt, gi~vrr rlre lour1 condirior~ ancl u nleasured sur- 
fuce nricro-,yeonret,.y. cletet~nrirres rlre clefornied nlicro-geonietry 

~ t r c /  S I I / ? S E ( I I I C I I ~ / ~  a I I I C C I S I I ~ ~  of "pr.ohahilit)~ of contact." For a 

~ i ~ x ~ t r  corrlacr llris I ? I E ( I S I I ~ E  ~ ( 1 1 1  be plortecl us a firr~ctiori of speed 
to oI)/critr N ~lreoreticcrl " /@-off  crtrve. For the drfferenr types of 

srtrJcrcc t~ricro-~eot1re1ric.s rtsecl it1 the rests such N curi1e is coni- 
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13lns1o-liytlrodyti:111iic Lubrication; Surface Roughness Effects 

Altiiost Ihrcc tlccodcs ago Dowson and Higginson (1966) and 
I-lnmrock ;ind Dowsor~ (1977) presented formulas for the predic- 
tion ol' the film thickness in EHL line and point contacts. These 
formulns were bascd on the results of numerical simulations and 
arc still widely used today. This is not surprising, as comparison 
with cxpcritnctitally obtained values, e.g. using optical interfer- 
ometry, has shown that they are quite accurate for a relatively 
Inrgc range of operating conditions. More recently, similar formu- 
Ins bascd on tilore comprehensive computations have extended the 
rnngc of conditions for which accurate film thickness predictions 
arc available, e.g. see Nijetlbanning et al. (1994). However, these 
formulns arc based on the assumption of perfectly stnooth sur- 
faces, and in reality engineering surfilces are never perfectly 
smooth. 

To dctcrminc the cll'ccts of surface roughness on film forma- 
tion and performance of an EHL contact, the micro-geometry of 
the surlhccs should sotneliow be accounted For. Traditionally, the 
I;~mbd;~ ratio: I\ = /1./1?,~ has been used as an indication of the 
cll'cct of rouglincss on the lubrication condition of the contact, 
wlicrc I / ,  is the film thickness for stnooth surf:ices, and Rq is taken 
ns tlic rms deviation of the measured surface from its mean plane. 
This parnmctcr particulnrly appears in the presentation of the 
results obtained with statistical approaches with an averaged 
niodcl ccluntion. Typicnl examples arc the works of Christensen 
(1970), Elrod (1979), Patir and Cheng (1978, 1979) and Tripp 
(1983). For cxnmplc, i t  is assumed that the transition from mixed 
to h111 l'iltii is reached for I\ > 3. 

Althougl~ widely ~lscd in practice, the value of criteria based on 
thc lambda ratio is questioned for several reasons, see Venner et 
al. (1991, 1992) ~untl Cnnn et al. (1994). Firstly, the I\ ratio is gen- 
erally cotiiputcd using for I?,,/ the value for the undefornied sur- 
Ihcc. For Iiyc1rotlyn:uiiic lubrication problems in journal bearings 
tlii'; is justificd, but in EHL contacts the deformation of the micro- 
geotnctry tnny bc considcrnblc, and moreover will depend on the 
slitlitig conditiotls. However, even if were calculated for the 

deformed roughness, it is still questionable if such a single global 
parameter can discriminate adequately the performance of sur- 
faces with different surface topography. For one thing, the shape 
and not just the height of a surface feature determines the hydro- 
dynamic pressure it can generate. 

An alternative to these statistical approaches is the determinis- 
tic approach where the problem is solved using a detailed descrip- 
tion of the surface including its micro-geometry. A prerequisite for 
such studies is a fast and stable algorithm for the numerical solu- 
tion of the governing equations. In the past decade the capability 
to numerically simulate EHL contacts has seen an enormous 
advance. Owing to efficient and stable algorithms, e.g. based on 
multigrid/multilevel techniques (Venner et al. (2000)), presently 
transient simulations with large numbers of grid points are feasi- 
ble. As a result of the algorithm improvement, gradually more 
complex problems were studied including the (steady and tran- 
sient) effects of single features like waviness and dents and ridges, 
see e.g. Venner (1991), Ai et al. (1994), Chang et al. (198% 
Goglia et al., (1984), Kweh et al. (1989), Lubrecht et al. (1988), 
Venner et al. ( 1  991), (1 994), (1 996). The advantage of application 
to such well-defined features is that the accuracy of the simula- 
tions can be verified easily. Also, using optical interferometry 
techniques as described in Kaneta et al. (1992) and Wedeven et al. 
(1979), experimental validation can be obtained for the results 
(Venner et al. (1 994), (2000)). Moreover, with the advanced ver- 
sion of this technique using a spacer layer, one can even measure 
for very thin films (Cann et al. (1996) and Guangteng et al. 
(2000). 

The use of numerical simulations to study the effects of real 
measured roughness profiles seems a logical next step, (Venner et 
al. (1992), Ai et al. (1994), (1996), Chang et al. (1991), Xu et al. 
(1996) and even extensions of the usual Reynolds based models to 
"mixed" models allowing asperity contacts to occur have recently 
been reported (Hu et al. (2000) and Redlich et al. (2000)). 
However, the step from singular features to real roughness, even 
for the fully flooded case, should not be taken lightly. Firstly, the 
accuracy of the results is hard to verify whereas it  is of the utmost 
importance to show that trends observed in the solutions are 
indeed rooted in the physcico-mathematical model, rather than 
strongly influenced by, or even artefacts caused by the numerical 
process (among which the discretisation error). Even setting these 
problems aside, numerical simulations for real rough surfaces will 
generate an enormous amount of data from which it is difficult to 
extract trends or criteria to be used in design or surface optimisa- 
tion. Finally, even with today's generation of fast solvers and com- 
puter hardware, full-scale transient numerical simulations on 
dense grids are time-consuming. It would be of great help if, for a 
crude optimisation, a simple predictive tool were available that 
enables evaluation of different roughness patterns with respect to 
their effect on e.g. the film thickness. This applies in particular if 
the aim is to "design" an optimal micro-geometry. The simple tool 
could then be used to quickly evaluate a large number of candidate 
surfaces. 

These considerations have led to the approach introduced in 
(Venner et al. (1997)). Instead of solving the real rough surface 
problem, the deformation of harmonic patterns (waviness) has 
been determined in detail. First the line contact problem was stud- 
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TABLE 1-TWO-DISK RIG TEST CONDITIONS AND PARAMETERS 
CHARAC~ERIZING THE C O N T A ~  

10 nlnr 

m (flat) 

50 mm 

40 - 1600 r-evln~i~r 

1.97 lo9 Pa 

DIMENSIONLESS EHL PARAMETERS 

ied (Venner et al. (1997)). It was shown that the reduced relative 
amplitude under pure rolling could be predicted accurately with a 
function of a single non-dimensional parameter. Theoretical sup- 
port for this behaviour was provided by Hooke (1997). Next it was 
shown that the amplitude reduction of harmonic patterns in a cir- 
cular contact followed the same behaviour (Hooke et al. (1999), 
(2000) and Venner et al. (1999)), and the work was extended to 
elliptic contacts in Venner et al. (2000). These results show that 
there appears to be a unifying mechanism governing the ampli- 
tude reduction of harmonic patterns in EHL contacts. The poten- 
tial of this work for practical purposes is large. Assuming linear 
independence of the roughness components, an estimate of the 
deformed roughness inside the contact can be obtained by decom- 
posing the micro-geometry into its Fourier components, using the 
amplitude reduction curve as a filter giving the deformed ampli- 
tude of each component followed by an inverse Fourier transform 
to assemble the output in the form of the deformed profile. Hence, 
to obtain this estimate of the deformed profile no numerical elas- 
tohydrodynamic simulations for real roughness will be needed 
and the resulting tool can be used in an engineering environment. 

The focus of the present work is to investigate if this "ampli- 
tude reduction" model can be used to predict the effects of surface 
micro-geometry on the film generating capacity of a contact. For 
this purpose experiments have been performed on a two-disk 
machine, using capacitance measurements to monitor the lubrica- 
tion condition of the contact as a function of the velocity of the 
surfaces in contact. Tests have been performed with one very 
smooth surface and an opposing rough surface with varying 
roughness both in magnitude as well as in topography. These tests 

Fig. I--Schematic representation of the two-disk test rig. 

provide a ranking of the surfaces in terms of the speed at which 
full film lubrication is achieved. It is investigated to what extend 
this ranking is also found with the developed simple model. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Figure I shows the basic configuration of the two-disk rig used 
for the experiments. A small and a large disk, simulating the con- 
traform contact between roller and inner ring of a bearing, run 
against each other under fullyflooded pure rollir~g conditions. The 
contacting surface of the small disk is cylindrical, but to avoid 
misalignment problems the large disk is crowned. A situation of 
"single sided" roughness was created by manufacturing the large 
disk to very low roughness values and using small disks with sur- 
faces with different micro-geometries. The micro-geometry was 
varied both in terms of its magnitude as well as its morphology. 
Also the experiments were performed under pure rolling condi- 
tions and the supply of oil was sufficiently large to ensure a fully 
flooded contact. These measures were taken to maximise the 
reproducibility of the test conditions, thus reducing the likelihood 
that results might be influenced by other effects, such as variations 
in thermal or starvation conditions. Table I gives the details of 
conditions. 

LIFT-OFF 

In the experiments, for a given load the speed is stepwise 
increased from zero to 1600 rev/171zn. The lubrication condi- 
tion of the contact is monitored using a capacitance/resistance 
measurement technique, as described in Heemskerk et al. (1 982). 
The technique is operated in a mode with a high frequency alter- 
nating current of 410 k H z .  This is preferred to DC and low fre- 
quency AC techniques (i.e. resistance measurement) because 
these latter modes may lead to the formation of polarised layers on 
the surfaces. For each speed step, the signal is averaged over time 
and the time-average signal at zero speed is adjusted to zero. The 
resulting curve of the capacitance signal 17s. speed is referred to as 
the lift-off curve. 

At this point it should be noted that at lower speeds, changes 
in the EHL film thickness result in changes in the average fraction 
of surface in contact, so that here the lift-off curve measures the 
resistive impedance of the contact and actually maps the Abbott- 
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Fircstonc or cumulntive bearing area curve of the deformed 

.hHl .B  2-ROUGIINIISS 01: TIE TWO-DISK RIG SAMPLES 

roughness height distribution. At higher speeds, where very little 
mct:illic cont;ict survives, the impedance measures the capaci- 
tance across tlie oil f~ lm and the slope is determined directly by the 
increase of EH L film thickness with speed. Hence, compared to 
tlic rcsist;incc-dominated end, the slope of the lift-off curve 
bcco~iics very smol I .  

'I'hc lift-off curve may be normalised using its value at 
I600 ,~-ev/rni~!, whcrc there ore essentially no metal-to-metal 
ospcrity contacts and the contact as a whole operates in the full 
('ill11 rcgitiic. Fro111 the normcrlrsed /$-off crtrve the transition from 
thc mixctl to tlic full film regime can now be said to occur at the 
spceci whcre the normnlised lift-off signal reaches a given value, 
i.c. 0.9. At zero speed no hydrodynamic pressure is generated so 
that thc prcssure distribution then is the same as in dry rough con- 
tact, corresponding to ;I real contact area fraction of approximate- 
ly one half. For o contact operating at the lift-off speed, then, 
about 90% of this half is lifted off. Assuming an approximately 
linear relation between the lift-off signal and real contact area this 

R Oim) 

0.10 
0.18 
0.28 
0.3 1 

0.10 
0.12 
0.13 
0.11 

- - 

SUKI:ACE I'INISII 
- .. . . .  .. 

Grountl, vcry s~liootl~ 
- 

Grountl, slnooth 
- -- 

Grountl, rough 
Grountl, very rough 

- -  -- 
Sto~ic honctl 

-. 

Cross honed 
-- 

Isotropic 
Grountl 

woultl imply that the  nixed lubrication regime is defined to end 
when less than 5% metnllic contact exists. 

R,, Olr~l) 
0.08 
0.14 
0.22 
0.24 
0.07 
0.09 
0.10 
0.08 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Each experiment is started with a low load warm-up sequence 
of about one hour at 1000 1.e7)/r1rl;rr. Subsequently, the load is 
incrc;isccl to tlie target load of 1000 N and the speed ramped up 
;mtl down ngnin in five consecutive speed-sweeps. During the first 
three spced-sweeps tlie lift-off signal gradually develops to a 
steady-state lift-off curve. This is caused by the removal of the 
boundary layers on the surfaces. To minimise any of these effects, 
only the results fro111 the final speed sweep were taken. Samples 
ol' tlic various surfiiccs were measured both before and after the 
lili-oll' cxpcrimcnts using an interferometric opt~cal profiler. No 
significant changes in surface geometry were observed. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

'I'hc Inrge disk was polished to a very low roughness: 

R ,  0.015 j r i t r .  Slnall disks were used with different micro- 
gcolnctries, see Table 2. The parameters f?, and Rq for the unde- 
forliicd rouglinesses of tlie different small disks are given in the 
table. 'lb facilitate comparison of the results it is convenient to dis- 
ti~iguisli two groups. The first group is characterised by the fact 
that the surface preparntion method is the same (grinding), but the 
magnitude or amplitude of the roughness is different. As can be 

. .  ...., . . . . . . . . a  

10 10D 1m loo00 
w (revlmin) 

0.7 

0,6 
> 0 .5 .  

0.4 - 

. . 

1.00 

.....-.-.-.-......---.... -..- 

.................................. A very smooth 
x smwm 

> 0 mugh 
... 0.85 o very mugh 

o,80 ........... g ........................................... "' 

0.75 10 L - - - - 2  1 0 0  loo0 loo00 

Y (revlmin) 

.................................................................. 

................................................................ 

.......................................................... 

.. 

Fig. 2-Measured lift-off curves for ground surfaces with different 
roughness. Surface roughness parameters can be found in 
Table 2. 

very 
x smwm 
0 rough 
o very rough 

seen from Table 2 they cover a relatively large range of Ra val- 
ues. The second group consists of surfaces manufactured by dif- 
ferent processes. The separation into two groups was done to iso- 
late so far as possible the effect of "amplitude" of the roughness 
from other effects of morphology. 

GROUND SURFACES 

Figure 2(a) shows the lift-off curves measured for the ground 
surfaces: the relative voltage signal V as a function of the speed. 
All curves show the same typical behaviour. With increasing 
speed the signal increases indicating an increasing film thickness 
and decreasing amount of asperity contacts until at high speed the 
contact is fully lubricated. At first sight the curves for the differ- 
ent surfaces seem to differ little. However, approaching the high 
speed end of the curve a clear separation emerges which shows 
that the speed at which the contact achieves particular percentage 
of the maximum signal differs significantly for the different sur- 
faces. This is more clearly visible in the enlargement shown in 
Fig. 2(b). Defining the lift-off speed as the value of the speed 
when the signal has reached 90% of its maximum value, this lift- 
off speed is larger for a rougher surface (larger R,). This indicates 
that with increasing roughness amplitude the transition from 
mixed lubrication to hydrodynamic lubrication takes place at a 
larger value of the nominal film thickness as is consistent with 
common expectations. In terms of "film generating" performance 
this also implies that the surfaces rank according to their Ra 
value: "good performance" and lift-off at low speed for the very 
smooth ground surface, and "bad performance" implying lift-off 
at a higher speed for the very rough ground surface. However, this 
"logical ranking" only applies to the high speed end of the curve, 
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0 A 

. . . . . . . . .  0.6 . . .  ..P ..................................... 

0,7 I A 
.......................... ................................. > 0,5 e . .  

A ground 
x stone honed 
o isotropic 

0.3 
. . . . .  0.2 

10 100 1000 10000 
uh (revlmin) 

A ground 
x stone honed 
o isotropic 
o cross honed 

0.75j ' ' ' " " "  ' ' ' " " "  ' ' ' ' " ' J  

10 100 10M) 10000 
y (revlmin) 

Fig. 3--Measured lift-off curves for processed surfaces with different 
topography. Surface roughness parameters can be found in 
Table 2. 

which can be interpreted as the region in which full film behav- 
iour dominates and the amount of asperity contacts is relatively 
small. If the lift-off speed were defined at a value of V signifi- 
cantly lower than 90% the ranking would be different. This possi- 
bly indicates that different mechanisms influence the transitions 
froni full contact to mixed lubrication and from full film to mixed 
lubrication. The theoretical model to be described later is aimed at 
the transition from the full film to the mixed lubrication regime, 
i.e. when the total amount of asperity contacts is small. This is 
why the lift-off speed was defined at a high value of V .  It is the 
purpose to predict the ranking in this high speed end of the curve 
correctly. 

PROCESSED SURFACES 

The test results for the group of processed surfaces charac- 
terised by the fact that they have a micro-geometry with a differ- 
ent topography are presented in Fig. 3(a). The figure clearly shows 
that the surface topography affects the lift-off behaviour. Again 
defining the lift-off speed as the value at which the signal has 
reached 90% of its maximum value it now appears that the 
isotropic surface has the highest lift-off speed and thus the worst 
performance. The cross honed surface has a performance compa- 
rable to the basic ground surface, and the stone honed surface 
shows the best performance. This is shown even more clearly in 
Fig. 3(b). 

THEORETICAL MODEL 

The aim of the theoretical study is to find out if the ranking 
exhibited by the experimental results can be predicted using a 

simple theoretical model. This model consists of two steps. In the 
first step the deformed micro-geometry is determined using the 
"amplitude reduction" formula of Venner and Lubrecht. In the 
second step, combining the deformed micro-geometry with a 
nominal film thickness, an estimate of a probability of contact is 
computed. 

DEFORMED MICRO-GEOMETRY 

For harmonic surface patterns the amplitude of film thickness 
oscillations inside the contact as a function of the initial ampli- 
tude, the wavelength and the load conditions, under pure rolling 
conditions was studied in Venner et al. (1997), (1999), (2000). 
The waviness causes afilnr thickness oscillatior~ inside the contact 
with a constant amplitude Ad around a nominal film thickness 
that roughly equals the film thickness for smooth surfaces. The 
wavelength of this oscillation equals the wavelength of the unde- 
formed pattern. It was found that the ratio of Ad to the unde- 
formed amplitude of the n~oviness Ai was a function of a single 
non-dimensional parameter V defined as: 

where A is "the wavelength" of the pattern, a the pressure vis- 
cosity index of the oil, ph the maximum Hertzian pressure, and L 
the Moes materials parameter. Hence V can be seen as a gener- 
alised wavelength. In terms of this generalised wavelength it was 
found that high frequency waviness (small V )  results in oscilla- 
tions with an amplitude Ad % Ai whereas low frequency wavi- 
ness results in oscillations with a very small amplitude 
Ad/Ai % 0. For an harmonic pattern with wavelength A, in the 
direction of the flow and Ay in the transverse direction it was 
found that the relative amplitude of the film thickness oscillation 
inside the contact is quite accurately predicted by the formula: 

1 otherwise 

with r = X,/A, 
Figure 4 shows as a function of the generalised wave- 

length V according to Eq. [2]. The figure reflects that the ampli- 
tude of the oscillations inside the contact equals the undeformed 
amplitude for small V and reduces with increasing V. 

Although strictly Ad denotes the amplitude of the f i ln~ rhick- 
tress oscillatiotrs, as the nominal film thickness inside the contact 
is roughly constant and the amplitude of its oscillations varies l i t -  
tle over the contact width, it can be taken as a good approxima- 
tion of the amplitude of the defornred n~avitress. Equation 121 then 
states that low frequency components (long wavelengths, 
V + 00) are flattened completely, whereas high frequency com- 
ponents (short wavelengths, V % 0) hardly deform at all. This 
wavelength-dependence of the reduced amplitude is illustrated in 
Fig. 5. In this figure the undeformed and deformed waviness is 
given for a sinusoidal wave with a long (a), a medium (b) and (c) 
a short wavelength. 
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Ftg, bGenersllsed "arnplttude rpdwflon" curve. 

FIR. Sundeformed and detormed proffles tor slnusoidat patterns of 
dltfamnl wnvelengtka. 

At t l i ~ \  prlrrt il i\ irnpirt;uil ttb nrllr ih:rt for :I mi~phncrc ir ith ;r 

pan~cul;w \vnvrlcnpth ,\ rhe v:rluc r l l  7 rlclx*tltl\ rtri rlic t*pl.r:!rrnc 

c i~ i i r l~ l~r+n\ .  'l'ht. [cmw "hhnrt rs;~vclcrl~fh" ;mtl "l~\rip w;rvrloncth" 

1t1n1\ Ii:~vc ; I  rrl:it~vc nrc:tn~np. .4ny \vsvrlcngtlr i\ fully 11di1rmc.d at 

\lnSt-d hltf ht'cof~~cs b f ~ 3 d l l ~  It\\ dci'omciF as thc speed 
lncrrq:lrc\, I c rnnvinp from riphi I V  Jrrt ; t lnn~ rhr c-tmrvc in Fig. 4. ~. I hr :~mplituclr rt.ctitctir~n lirrn111E:l I I:(1. 121) rn?:ly nrrw hc. u ~ l  t r l  

prrdict r l i r  rlcf(tniicr l \urhtcc iii\itEc n cr1nt:Icl frrr ,t gcncr:tl Iinc:rs- 

~1r~3i11 rotlpli Q L I ~ ~ I L - ~  profilc. f ~ ~ l ! r ) w ~ ~ i p  111~- l - \ tcp prtwctl~~rc: 

Flg. 6-Undeformed (measuredl surlaee mlcrogeomelry (left) snd 
deformed mlero-geometry computed using fhe theareHcal 
model {black). 

Flg. 7-Undelonned (measured) surlaes mlcro-geemetry (grey) and 
delormd micro-geomelry computed using the theoretical 
model (black). 

rZ5 :in cxainplc Figs, h and 7 41rliv m : p  rrf lhs u~1dcronnr.d 

\urt;lcc ri~icrrr-gct~~rictry ni' ;I ~ r n i ~ n t !  rurt;tcc ;~t ic i  ;I r \.pic:11 c n w -  

xccrlon. Thc rrtiirl inr palturn c;ln clc;rrty Ilc riscnpnr\ctl. On rnp nl' 
thr\ grirldirtg p:lt!cni nppe:lr\ :I Iiinrc h ~ c h  l'rcqucncy mughncw. 
Thc. l'igtlrrk :~l.co <h(rn~ ~ h c  map and crtr.;t-wctinn r t f  ihr conlptrtctl 

dcfornlct! niicrr~-~ct,rnc!n t~ndcr  certain In:lrl ;~nt! \plrerl ci~ntl i-  

tioil\. I'oilipiwing rhc rlcFr>nnctI :mtt ~ l i c  andrfomictl prolilc \lrq~wt 

tll:it wIicrt.;t* rltc hirlnc.1 I'rt*qucncirr rr.t~i:litl prcwrtt. tlic lnwcr frc- 

LIIIU~CIL'~ tiitvc CIL-~HT~ICII ant! arc pushed awn?. T h i k  i\ cr;tcrly 

ijnr uoulrl cxlrcr h:~\cd dm tlic Ampllturk RctEucrrr)n c ~ ~ m c .  

CONTACT MEASURE 

l k i np  :I givcli ut~drli~rmctl: silicril-pcr~n~crn. !tic IHIHICI ;I\ 

dc.;crikd :~hnvc ;rllaw\ rhc cnmpu1:rttnn r5I' a cl tmf~~rt~irr l  miurn- 
pcemirtrI\. Suh\rrlncii~ly f r r~in I hi< tlejorn~ctl anicro-ccrlmc!n tinc 

c:in coirrpurc :I crln{:ict rncakurc. (-1, , nii\ rnrn\trrc. 1.c Jcfincrl a. lhc 

!\1~1u)z-l:irc\tonc k i l r iny  i tna r;llln of rhc dcfomlctf \urfncc ; ~ t  

hciphr 1 1 ,  , with 1 1 ,  cnlctrlatcrl uqinp o .c~:!nd:~nl 5mm1th I l lm t h ~ c l -  

new forniuln Q. I?]. I t c  r,nluc d e ~ c m ~ n c c  ~ h c  y:~p h=!wc.rn ~ h r  
\rnor>lJ~ cour~tcr-\urt acc :old rhr mc;in pl;lnc. ot' t l i th nwgh \ u d ; ~ c .  

:%I /cro \ p c i l  tliu nt~mtn:ll t i lm ~h~ch i ie \ *  i\ ,c.ri*, r rv~ l r inp  In :I 

prt ih~hi l i iy  r ~ f  crinl;wt of ;I~TIII 0.5 111 ;icrrcrncn[ with ~ndcpndcnt 

eryrinrent:11 rlhwr\.arinn\. Thc "c.alci~l;~tt-rl l i f t-off \ign;ll" i\ IIO\V 

I:thcnm 1 1  - ( '2.  (1,  ) ) .  
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Fig. &-Overview diagram of the theorellcal model. 

MODEL SUMMARY 

Tlic ccwnplctc ~u r~ I r . l  15 \trmm;rn\ctl 111 I - ' I~ .  H. t\\ mcntrrncrl 

;II>o\ '. 11 I\ ;t t cry \f i i i i l~l~. riioilcl :II~IL=CI ;I[ ct i~ l l~ccr l l tg pr;tc IIGC ; t t~ i !  

r r ~ i t t i !  \ i r ~ i p I i f ~ ~ ; ~ ! i t ~ ~ r \  #ITL- r~ i+~t lc.  For c ~ ; t r ~ l ~ ~ I c  h! t1\711g ;I viicnblh 

f t l i i ~  IIIIL.LIIL-\\ f o r~nuk~  (411 1 1 ,  :ttiii \ i r ~ ~ p l >  in l r t i i l t~~- in? l!ic 

t!t-ftrrn~t-(l r < r u ~ t i n ~ ~ \  pr r * l~ l r  I t l l r b  1h1\ c:~p t t r  Iind Ihc IL-VCI r*f  $IIL'I:II- 
Itc cilnt.lc.b. :ui! tlt1;11lcrl c!'fcc.r\ t * f  a\pcritic.\ nr a\pcnty cnnt:lcr r>n 
~llt. luhr~c.;ir~~ Iltttv ; h r ~ l  I[\ prc\\llr~. r cnc~k t i~ ln  ;I~L. icnurcrl 

MODEL ANALYSIS 

Rigid Roughness 
I-ttt r~rai l  rrrurhncu c.~lcuf~ttcrl Iitt-ol'l cirwc i\ c\pectcd rcr 

rr\c~ti!~lt. ~ h c  c ~ ~ r n t s l i ~ i ~ \ r  11~1ght ili.11~11x111ori of ~ t r ~  r l i t~~hnc\ \ .  I.L.. 

~ht .  Al1hir1-l:irc\trrric t w : ~ r i l ~ ~  ;Irc:t c u n  r.. \rrcrvhr<l (1111 a1 tllc !lip11 

ywct! t-nil tluc tu I hc 111:1ppir~!! 01 1, 011 11 ' ' :I kt~i\\~:tn t!i\~ri b11- 

I lot1 ~ i \ ~ c <  ~~~orc-a~r-l~m\< ! tw c t ~ : ~ c i c ~ t - r ~ \ [ ~ c  \ h : ~ p  (I! IIIC l t l ' ~ - ~ ~ i ' t '  

curve. I I thc .~ull~trrs l i l lc  t tic 11f1-crfi \ p ~ ~ t l  ;I\ 111c . ~ c ~ ( l  i t1 rr h ~ c h  

.-I' ; \I! 1 l iC \url;~cc r,tc~-ctl\ I t .  I ~ I \  ct~rrt.qxlritl\ to ;I lilrn 12iichr1e\\ 

t d  :II~~IIII I .fi I I! , , ,  i . ~ .  .I - I$,( - I (i.1. Tlw ; l~ f ! I~ t~r \  t.Ae 

Deformed Roughness 

7'lrih *tmpFC plcrttrr t.chnrr\ \tgnllic;lr~tl!. wlictl tlrc rt~uclitit*\\ 

hc.onlc\ rjclc~mlttI 13;. Ilr P:%\~:IFL~ [liroupl) lhc It~;itlctl ron1.1ct. 

t l~-not  111g hy R,, !lrtz t~n~lc~l i r r i i~ct l  r+~u;!hnt-c\, 111~. .trnpl11!1tlc 

rc.t l~~cl~rr~i c i ~ n  c ctvcn h! fill. 12 1 nr 1-ic. 4 :~ctt~:!!lv \li(n( \ It,, , I<,, 
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' - - 1 I 
' -. X.  111 k t ~ v ~ c n .  it p:i\\~+= Ihreu~ct~ :\ tillnlniurt1 
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(rcu/mir~) 

9--Calculated A for surfaces with a band of narrow frequencies. 

This figure rcvcnls much about the nature of the deformation 
of the roughness. For surfi~ces with a relatively short wavelength 
( X / r r ,  small), which at any given speed is less deformed, A,,,,,, 
occurs at on extrelncly low speed and has a low value, putting the 
contact well williin the mixed lubrication regime. Because the 
mi~ii~iiuln angular speed of the used two-disk rig is about 
40 ~ . c v / ~ ~ r l ~ r ,  the part of the lift-off curve at speeds lower than 
t I i ; ~ t  at wliicli A,,,,,, occurs is not observable for surfaces with 
such low frcquencics. As a result the whole measurable part of the 
curve lies in n region where A increases with speed, starting from 
a value for which the contact operates in the mlxed lubrication 
~.cgimc. 

In the case of longer wavelengths, however, the roughness is 
so easily squnslicd at low speeds that no metallic contact occurs. 
13vc1i as the speed rises and the roughness is less squashed, the 
growth oftlie (smooth) film thickness itself prevents I\ from ever 
falling to low values (e.g. 1.64) so that, under the assumed oper- 
oling contlitions, such roughness never operates in the mixed 
1ubric:ltion regime. The normalised lift-off curve in this case 
woultl start nt unity, pass through a minimuni at the speed where 
I\.,,,i,,l occurs, somewhere in the middle of the speed range, and 
tlicn rise again asymptotically to unity at the top of the speed 
range. If I\,,,i,,,,, is less Illan I\,,.iri,l,l there will be two speeds at 
wliicli the clcgrce of contact becomes just 5%, i.e. two lift-off 
spccds, according to the definition. Such a contact would operate 
best at speeds either below or above the intermediate range of 
sl~ceds clcliniitecl by these two values. Figure 9 shows that such 
two lift-off spcecls can only be found for surfaces with specific 
wavclcngths in the order of a quarter of the Hertzian contact 
wicltli. 

If h7,1i,,r is greater than the wavelength is suffi- 
ciently long to ensure that the contact is always in the full film 
rcgimc, i.e. is permanently lifted off. 

For lower frequencies it appears from Eq. 15.1 that the wave- 
Icngtli of the roughness may have a more dramatic effect on sur- 
I';~cc contilct atid the lift-off curve than the traditional Rqi = Rq 
pnramctcr. Decreasing R, by a factor of 10 increases Amin by the 

A very smooth 
x smooth 
o rough 
o very rough .......... 

Fig. 10-Theoretical lift-off curve for the ground surfaces. Surface 
roughness parameters can be found in Table 2. 

same factor, whereas decreasing the wave-number A-1 (i.e. 
increasing A) by a factor of I0 increases I\,,in by a factor of more 
than 20. This suggests that the ranking of surface topographies by 
their lift-off speed should be influenced quite strongly by A, as 
well as by Rq. Designing surface roughness can now be directly 
linked to the application. After all the optimum frequency depends 
on the operating load, since X / a  is the determining dimensionless 
parameter. On the other hand, a varies relatively slowly with load, 
only as the 113 power. 

THEORETICAL RESLILTS 

Immediately after the experiments, the surface micro-geome- 
try of the tested rough disk is measured using an optical profiler. 
This surface roughness data is used as input for the model. As the 
measured lift-off curves represent the data of the last speed- 
sweep, this measured data is the closest to the actual micro-geom- 
etry associated with the test conditions and all running in that has 
taken place in the load warm-up process is excluded. To yield an 
estimate of variations in predictions due to roughness sampling, 
the surface topography for each small disk was measured at three 
"characteristic" spots, allowing three theoretical lift-off curves to 
be computed for each disk. 

Figure 10 shows these computed "lift-off" curves for the 
ground surfaces. The error bars shown in the curve for the smooth 
ground surface show that the distinction in curves for the various 
surfaces is significant. The figure shows that the theoretical curves 
exhibit the same ranking as was found in the experimental tests, 
according to the (undeformed) R, or Rq. Clearly this ranking is 
only to be expected for geometrically similar surface topogra- 
phies. Thus, in this simplest case at least, the theoretical model 
does not lead to any unphysical results. 

Figure I I shows the computed "lift-off" curves for the 
processed surfaces. Also for these surfaces a clear distinction 
between the curves of the various surface topographies is found. 
The calculated ranking agrees with the ranking as observed in the 
experiments. However, the ranking also agrees with the ranking in 
Rq. As discussed in the section on "Model Analysis," the surfaces 
used in this investigation do probably contain many "high fre- 
quency," components, i.e. wavelengths that are short compared to 
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o isotropic 
. 0 cross honed 

L . . . . . . . . . . . .  x A C P  ,,,, .A 
10 100 loo0 1 W O O 

s (revlmin) 

Fig. 11-Theoretical lift-off curve for the processed surfaces. Surface 
roughness parameters can be found in Table 2. 

the contact size, and according to the model, consequently the cal- 
culated deformation of the micro-geometry will be very small. 
Thus the obtained result is close to the one that would be obtained 
if the deformation of the surface micro-geometry was not account- 
ed for. Hence, for the cases presented here, the roughness wave- 
length is playing a minor r61e in the ranking of the lift-off speed. 
This puts in perspective the importance of micro-geometry defor- 
mation. The importance of the deformation of the micro-geometry 
is component dependent and the next step could be to continue the 
study with processed surfaces with the dominating roughness 
coniponents in the range where a significant deformation will 
occur. 

CONCLUSION 

For an EHL contact with a given micro-geometry on the sur- 
face the lubricant film build-up capability was characterised by 
the so-called "lift-off speed," the speed at which the probability of 
metallic contact across the gap reaches some small value, assigned 
in the present work as 5%. The probability of contact is found 
from a modified Abbott-Firestone curve, in which the in-contact 
deformation of the micro-geometry has been included and the film 
gap has been obtained from a nominal smooth film thickness for- 
mula. This in-contact deformation can be quite substantial when 
the wavelength of the micro-geometry is relatively long, and in 
that case the ranking in lift-off speed found will deviate from the 
simple f i g  ranking. 

The objective of the present work has been to validate the pre- 
dictions of the model by carrying out two-disk experiments on 
various surfaces. Reiterating that the model by definition is only 
suited for cases where the amount of asperity contact is small, i.e. 
the fu l l  film side of the lift-off curve, this validation has been quite 
promising. However, several issues still need to be addressed in 
future research, e.g. the effect of treating the different frequencies 
in isolation. 

The developed model can be incorporated in easy-to-use engi- 
neering software to facilitate analysis of the measured unde- 
formed geometry and the computed deformed surface. 
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